Winners in Muhammad's 1st Annual Science Fair

THE FIRST ANNUAL SCIENCE FAIR, presented by the students of the University of Islam, Chicago, was an unqualified success. The fair featured exhibits in many fields, including space, astronomy, electronics, physiology and foods. A special portion of the program was devoted to an essay contest between the students. Group in left photo of first-prize winners in several categories, are (left to right) Ayseh Muhammad, Ruquayah Muhammad, Cecelia Jones, Amen- yah Pickett and Zainab Sharrieff. Holding trophy in the right photo is second-place winner Valencia Jones, whose subject was coal. Also shown are some of the illustrative displays. Judges of the fair (not shown) included Mrs. Mildred Crutchfield of South Harlan public school and Mrs. McGhee of Henry Horn- er public school.